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A study was conducted under a contract to NASA (NAS 9-2832), to extend
the capabilities of the AeroJet-General Ablation Computer Program (Number 8039).
The 8039 computer program calculates temperature distribution, char depth and
dimensional ablation of ablative chambers for large rocket engines. The program
operates on a forward finite difference, one dimensional solution to the thermal
diffussion equation.
The purpose of this study was to modify the computer program to permit
performance of ablative heat transfer calculations in cylindrical coordina_s
with an increased number and variety of boundary conditions.
This report contains the modified computer program mathematical theory_
definition of the mathematical model for programing, operational procedures and
correlation of analyses with experimental data° The new computer program is
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1 Charring and Dimensional Ablation Model for Treating Cylindrical
Coordinates
Backwall Temperature Transient for Full-Scale Engine Firing
Backwall Temperature Transient for Subscale Engine Firing
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Io INTRODUCTION
In many propulsion systems involvin_ high energy combustion processes;
regeneratively-cooled and radiation_coOled combustion chambers have proven
inadequate° Chambers composed of a metal or plastic load bearing structure,
thermally protected by an ablative liner, have proven satisfactory in these
cases° In minimizing the design thickness of the ablative liner, correspondingly
the weight penalty, accurate prediction of liner thickness required to maintain
the temperature of the load bearing structure below a critical level is necessary°
To facilitate analytical predetermination of dimensional ablation, char depth, and
temperature distribution, Aerojet developed a digital computer program (AGC/Sacto
Program 8039) to perform the computations,
Program 8039 utilizes the forward finite difference technique in a
numerical solution for a one dimensional mathematical model° _ovisions for
boundary conditions in the computer program include convective and radiation heat
transfer at the inner surface and radiation to two sinks at the backwall
surface° The convective boundary condition must be a constant but arbitrary
value throughout the computer solution° This constant boundary condition may be
applied in a step-wise nonperiodic manner (on®off) for pulsed firing type duty
cycles° This program was utilized in sizing the ablative liner for the Apollo
AJ10-137 and Transtage AJ10=138 engines° Analytical data correlated well with
measured results from engine static firings_
To advance the state-of-the-art in ablative heat transfer analyses_ Aerojet
solicited and was awarded a study contract by NASA, Ref l, to extend the
capabilities of the above computer program° Refinements to the program were to
include_"
lo Solution of the thermal diffusion equation in cylindrical coordinates,
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2. Provision for various arbitrary, time varying and temperature
varying convective thermal boundary conditions.
3. Inclusion of machine calculation of the internal heat transfer
coefficient by Bartz' equation, Ref 2, and allowance for the variation of the
coefficient as influenced by dimensional ablation.
II. MATHEMATICAL THEORY
A mathematical description of the thermal diffusion, p_r_lisis and boundary
conditions involved in the revised computer program are discussed below:
A. THERMAL DIFFUSION
The thermal diffusion equation expressed in cylindrical coordinates
is as follows: (See Nomenclature)
"_"T I "_T ,, _" T _- T I _T
-- .- = (l)
In essentially all cases involving rocket engines, axial symmetry
exists and the longitudinal temperature gradient is small compared to the radial
gradient. Therefore, the third and fourth terms can be ignored, and the relation
for thermal diffusion through the ablative liner (Equation i) reduces to:
_ T J _'T" i _T
-4.- (2)
General boundary conditions consistent with this relationship are:
--(_ _-_I_ = net heat flux at inner surface,
I_ _N" \ = net heat flux at oute_ surface, and
-- _R )R_A..r






These general boundary conditions must be defined by the net of the convective
and radiative parameters with regard to the thermal environment.
Bo PYROLISIS
As heat propagates through the ablative liner, a plane within
the virgin laminate can reach the temperature at which the resinous binder
depolymerizeso Depolymerization of the resins may be idealized by an isothermal,
endothermic process° Gases liberated in this process absorb heat from the
previously charred liner as they pass through into the boundary layer° Mixing
of this gas with the gas in the boundary layer reduces the recovery temperatures
thereby reducing the heat flux into the liner° Latent heat is absorbed at the
inner surface of the ablative liner when the surface temperature becomeshigh
enough to initiate melting and vaporization of the matrix. The computer program
does not evaluate the heat flux absorbed in any of these processes° However,
it can be utilized to empirically determine "effective heat of char," H_; and
"effective heat of ablation," Ha_ of ablative liner materials exposed to
various thermochemical environments° Thesevalues are then used to analytically
predetermine char depth, dimensional ablation and temperature distribution with
regard to the chamber liner for selected mission duty cycles of engine operation.
Charring and dimensiona! ablation are treated as isothermal
processes9 therefore_ the corresponding inuerfaces are discontinuities in the
thermal diffusion equation. The difference in the heat flux gradient on each
side of the char interface is absorbed as latent heat in propagating the interface




Similarly, the propagation of the dimensional ablating interface is a function of the
difference in heat flux gradient across the interface. Since the interface for
ablation occurs at the inner surface, the heat flux into the interface is
dependent upon the particular boundary conditions that exist. The expression
for ablation is then:
( und Condition) = -- (7)
C. BOD_DARY CONDITIONS
In general, a variety of boundary conditions may exist at the inner
and outer surface of a combustion chamber liner. These involve convection or
radiation heat transfer at the surfaces, the magnitude being dependent upon
the surface temperature. Arbitrary heat fluxes are also considered, such as
solar heat input which in reality is thermal radiation but since the sun is at such
high temperatures the influence of the surface temperature is negligible. Each
or a combination of these modes of heat transfer may constitute the boundary
conditions at either surface in the thermal analysis of the engine chamber and
nozzle.
The most significant mode of heat transfer at the inner boundary
of the chamber liner is convection heating by the combustion gases. Convective
heat flux at this boundary is expressed as follows:
To allow for different time variations in the arbitrary heat flux, it has
been described in the form:
, , (9)
where a' b', c', d' f' g' h' and k' are arbitrary constants
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Allowances were made for thermal radiation interchange between the inner surface
and two sinks (or sources) as follows_
4-
_-o- -T:).
When charring in the first node or d_nsional ablation is occurring, TF is
equal to Tc or Ta, respectively°
Similarly, at the external surface the boundary conditions for
convection, arbitrary heat flux, and radiation interchange between the external
surface and five sinks (or sources) are respectively_
(ll)
S
The best available approximation for the convective heat transfer
coefficient in a rocket nozzle has been described by Do Ro Bartz, Ref 2 as follows_
The bracketed ter_s in the expression account for the variation due to fluid
transport properties and inertial effects° For convenience, the transport
properties and fluid density are evaluated in terms of the stagnation and static
temperature_ respec_ivelyo Variation in these properties across the boundary
Page 5
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layers are corrected for by the O_c factor.
viscosity and fluid density as follows:
Bartz recommends corrections for
_ ,,<,<.oltp<_ ,
evaluated at a reference temperature which is the arithmetic mean of the local
free stream and wahl temperatures. This reference temperature does not account
for the high temperatures recovered in the boundary layer when the free stream
fluid velocity is very high° E°R.G. Eckert determined a reference temperature
relation empirically for aerodynamic heating, Ref 3 as follows:
T/= o.z._T_ + o._z-F_÷ o.50 -F_ (16)
which is very close to the reference temperature recommended by Rubesin and
Johnson. Since the viscosity of gases increases and the density decreases with
an increase in temperature, the application of Eckert's reference temperature
would correspond to a reduced correction factor, °
In his paper, Bartz ignored the temperature effects upon specific
heat and Prandtl number since their variation is small compared to the variation
of viscosity. However, in Bartz equation, the exponent associated with viscosity
is 0.2 and the effect is therefore of the same order as specific heat. Transport
properties of the combustion gases vary exponentially with temperature in the
following manner:
__ T'f
c#_(_s, ,'_-o ' <,,>
where oC,_ and_are essentially constant dependent upon the gas composition.
The temperature correction factor of the transport properties is then:




Fluid density varies inversely with the temperature_ therefore_ the density
correction factor is:
(19)
Combining these factors gives a compressibility correction factor of:
/ T' k-"
_=_K = t-r; ] \ -r- ) .
The computer program has been written to include the computation of the Bartz
heat transfer coefficient and the compressibility correction based upon Eckert's
reference temperatures°
Do INFLUENCE OF PYROLISIS UPON BOUNDARY CONDITION
Due to hydrodynamic effects, the convective heat transfer in the
ablative chamber is generally most severe at the nozzle throat° Consequently,
charring and dimensional ablation are very severe° The increase in throat area
due to dimensional ablation will be reflected in a reduction of chamber
pressure° The mass flow rate from the propellant tank to the chamber can be
expressed as follows_
_= Kp 7PT-P_- (21)
J
where Kp is a function of the prepellant density and line geometry and considered
a constant° Assuming isentropic flow of combustion gases through the nozzle, the
mass flow is also (continuity) equal to_
= 6. P_ h _. (22)
Writing both of these equations in terms of conditions that exist before ablation
(subscript i) and after ablation (subscript 2), the simultaneous solution for the
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reduced chamber pressure can be expressed as follows:
/ ÷ + 4l-_Tj_p-__ -I).
(23)
The computer program has been written to continuously evaluate the chamber
pressure, in the above manner, as the throat area increases due to dimensional
ablation. This reduced chamber pressure is introduced into Bartz' equation to





Solution of the thermal diffusion equation in cy±_nd: ic_ coordinates
(Equation 2) accomplished in this study is engendered in the forward finite
difference techniqUe. The ablative liner is divided into cylindrical elements
(Figure I) of equal thickness, A R_ and unit length. At general locations,_-I,
V%, and _+I within the liner interior_ the temperatures of the respective elements
at a time e are _-, 9"F_ _ and-_-_+, _ respectively° In accordance with the
forward finite difference technique, the temperature of element _ at time _)+A 8
can be described as fellows:
T,,,_ - _ r_-,
when charring is net occurring within the element°
x"-_*"'1 +T_,,(24)
In the above expression_ C_
is the thermal capacitance of the element, expressed as follows_
To account for radial diffusion the thermal resistance from elements _- I to v%
and from _% to V%+I are best expressed by the respective logrithmic expressions_
and
- =v_ R_ ° (26)
At either surface of the liner_ Equation (2_) must be modified to account for the
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The terms _,_ and _ are the thermal resistances corresponding to the convective
heating at the inner and outer liner surfaces.
When charring is occurring within an element, the thermal properties
within the char are different than the virgin laminate. Therefore, the capacitance
of a charring node is:
and the thermal resistance is:
_ _ _
Since charring is assumed to be an isothermal process, the temperature of the
charring element, To, is held constant. The char depth, measured from the nozzle
axis,R c, at a time e _ e is then:
When charring occurs in the surface element, the boundary conditions are considered:
z_e IT__% %_%.,., _ z
During dimensional ablation, the thickness of the surface element
decreases; therefore, the capacitance of this element becomes (Figure i):
J
and the thermal resistance of the element decreases as follows:
(33)
i ( _,=...,-i) (]4)
Dimensional ablation also is isothermal so the surface element temperature, l-_,
is assumed constant. The radius to the ablating surface at a time &*_ @ is:
If, in the forward finite difference temperature statement (Equation 24)
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the computing time step criteria_.
! ___ (36)
__," _
is not satisfied, the temperature -_ at time _ will have a negative _fluence on
the temperature of that element at time _+_ The negative _u_ce condition
is not logical and results in calculated temperatures that tend to oscillate dur_
the transient solution. It is operational procedure in the preset computer program
to continually satisfy the above stability criteria in computer autodetermination
of the computing time step. ?he smallest of the & _ for any element controls the
computing time step.
E PROHL_ AREAS
The computer program was written in accordance with the forward
finite difference solution modified to account for the effects associated with
charring and dimensional ablation° Certain operational difficulties were encoun-
tered in early computer runs or were anticipated, but all were resolved° Since
the corrections were made without sacrificing solution logic, the problems and
solutions will only be described in a cursory manner°
The original analytical model considered the thermal capacitance of
each element to be concentrated midway through the element° Early computer runs
utilizing this model demonstrated oscillation of the inner surface temperature
during transient heat-up when charring was occurring in the elements near the
surface° When the analytical model was modified to consider the capacitance con=
centrated at the inner interface of the element, satisfactory results were obtained°
During ablation, the surface element is held constant at the ablation
temperature; therefore, it is not necessary to subject the surface element to the
stability criterialo However_ as the inner surface,_9 approaches the interface of
the next element, _.,, the thermal resistance to the next element approaches zero°
Page 11
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The computing time step will then approach zero; and under these circumstances the
ablation boundary could only approach the interface. To obviate this, the
approximation_= R_, is provided when (T_--F_÷,)_ _ • The value of_ is set
at l°R in the program, but may be modified as required.
During a coast period following ablation, it is necessary to calcu-
late the temperature transient of the surface element. Reduction of the element
thickness by ablation, diminishes both the thermal capacitance of the surface
element and the thermal resistance to the adjacent node. If considerable ablation
has occurred in the element, the computing time step during coast will be very
small resulting in excessive computer time per unit real time. To alleviate this
result, provision for inputting a minimum _ _ was made in the program. A test in
the program will analytically consolidate the surface element with the adjacent
element when the calculated computing time step becomes less than the minimum
An enthalpy balance is then automatically made to determine the effective temper-
ature of the consolidated element. Dimensional ablation and char depths are not
affected by this approximation.
Provisions are also made to input a maximum z_Oto ensure that the






This section outlines the general procedure followed by the program
in solving all problems o Appendix A contains detailed flow charts of the entire
program,
The program is written in Fortran IV and will operate on the
IBM 7094 with ne operator intervention° The system's input unit is designated as
Fortran logical "5" the system's output unit is designated Fortran logical "6"°
r_
No other tapes are used, on line messages will be p_inted.
The program is composed of a main program and 7 subprograms. A
discussion of each of these components follows_
io Main Program: Deck AI
This deck controls the solution of all equations of the
thermal model, the remaining subprograms are called by this deck as required.
ao Basic Input
The program begins by reading a title card and all basic
input° If an error is detected in the basic input; an error message is printed,
and the program will go on to the next case°
bo Model Geometry
From data read in as basic input_ the model geometry
is defined° Each node is assigned an ID number° Nodes are numbered from the
interior to the exterior of the liner° A radius from the nozzle centerline to each
node is determined° The interface between different materials is determined at this
time° An index "ICHAR" is determinedo ICHAR will always equal the ID number of the




The next card from the system's input file will determine
the ensuing period. The program will accept, at this point, one of the following





If I, 2, or 3 above; is present, the program will call
Subroutine "Input" and the required period will be defined. If an "END DUTY"
card is encountered, the program will proceed to the next case.
d. Time Step Calculation
A time step is next determined which will allow the
finite difference equations to remain stable. Various tests are m_de on the
magnitude of this value prior to proceeding with calculations.
eo Interior Surface Calculations
Each iteration will begin by determining conditions at
the liner interior surface. Figure II-i outlines the procedure followed.
The net heat flux at node "_' is determined as:
rF+ 1
If this value is _ O.0, the surface node, if ablating




If _T is >0oO, and node "F" was ablating at time O 9
the program will proceed to Statement 2300°
If neither of the above is true, the temperature of
node "_' is calculated as_
_T
_F,@+&@ = _ + TF,@
CF, 8
If the char boundary lies at node "F" (ICHAR=F) the
program will proceed to Statement 2050°
If the surface node has reached the ablation temperature
(TF,@, & @ _ Ta) , execution will continue at Statement 2200°
If none of the above conditions is satisfied, the
program will branch to Statement 3000.
(i) Statement 2050 (Char=Calculations)
If the surface has not reached TC, F (char=
temperature for the surface material) the program will proceed to Statement 3000°
If the surface node was previously charring (TF, @ = TC) subroutine "CHAR" is
called and execution continues at Statement 3000o If neither of the above con=
ditions are satisfied_ A @ will be modified such that TF,@,_ A @ = TC, FO
Execution then continues at Statement 3000°
When subroutine "CHAR" is called_ a new value is
determined for Rc,@+ae(char_depth) o If this value should exceed RF+._ A _ will




(2) Statement 2200 (Ablation Commencing)
A_ willlbe reduced such thatTF, e_@ =-_and
execution continue at Station 3000.
(3) Statement 2300 (Ablation in Progress)
The interler liner radius is determined for time_A_
as (_@_e). If this value is <_l, the program will centiu_ at Statement 2800.
If ablation has preceded past the boundary of node ._,, Ae will be reduced such
that R o+_ = R F+a. The index "_' is increased by one. New values are computed
for the surface resistor and capacitor. The program proceeds to Statement 3010.
(4) Statement 2800
A new balue for__ F_I and Cw,_÷neare calculate_.
The program continue at Statement 3000.
f. Calculations At Liner Interior
After determining the surface temperature (_-_,@ + _e )
and performing any required dimensional ablation er char-depth calculations, the
program will proceed to Statements 3000 or 3010. The temperature of all interior
nodes will now be determined. If the char/laminate interface is located beyond "_',
it will also be considered at this time. Prior to solving for the temperature of
each node "INDEX" is set to correspond to the appropriate material number (I, 2--- 8).
This subscript is used to determine the material properties at each node. The
temperature of the zero capacitance node located at the liner exterior is calculated
at Statement 3350.
g.
nodes of the model have been determined.
Advance Real Time
At this point in the program, the temperature of all
Char-depth and dimensional ablation
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propagation have been acoordingly determined° Real time is advancedbyA _ seconds
and new values are calculated for any resistors and capacitors which may have
changed during this time interval°
ho Test for Ablation
At Statement 4010_
dimensional ablation to proceed from node "_'
Part B, Problem Areas°)
i. Heat Flux
a test is made which will allow
to node "F+I"o (See Section IIl-
Boundary conditions are considered beginning at
A value is determined for the net heat flux into the liner atStatement 4020
its interior and exterior. Resistors are computed at this time which link the
liner to its environment,
This procedure outlined above is repeated until such
time as the period being investigated is terminated° The next period is defined,
and execution resumes°
2. Subroutine Input: Deck A2
This subprogram defines fire and soak period. Various logical
flags are set to be used by the main program in defining boundary conditions°
Any errors detected by "INPUT' will cause the main program to skip to the next
problemafter writing an error message° Subroutine "INPUT' returns control to the
main programwhen encountering an "END FIRE" or "END SOAK" card°
3o Subroutine Capace_ Deck SI
This subroutine calculates the thermal capacitance for all
nodes of the liner° The equation solved is:
Page 17
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The appropriate thermal properties are chosen depending upon the composition of
the node. All values determined are stored in the array reCAP".
4. Subroutine Restart: Deck $2
This subroutine calculates all concuction resistors of the
nodal system. The general equation solved is:
R ,.:+,
z-n-
The appropriate values for R and k are chosen depending upon the nodal con-
figuration. If the node consists of two materials there will be two terms.
These values are stored in array "RES".
5. Subroutine Char: Deck $3
t
This routine determines the propagation of the char/laminate
interface during the time interval _.
The heat required to raise the temperature of the charring
node to Tc, j is considered by modifying the value of QNET. If the temperature
of node ICHAR at time O was less than Tc,j, the value of QNET is reduced.
If during the interval A (_ , sufficient energy is available
to propagate the interface beyond RICHAR+I, the temperature of the charring node will
be increased, or, if ICHAR = FIRST,
will be set equal to RICHAR+I o
6. Subroutine Print:
will be reduced; in either event R
C
Deck S4
This routine is called by the main program to produce both
on and off line output. Normally an online message will beprinted at the
start of each period.
: 7. Subroutine Block Data: Deck $5






Function IntjIt_ Deck S6
Performs straight line interpolations in tables defined by
be used in the preparation of all input°
USeo
3. Basic Input
Basic input is described with two input sheets°
be completed for all problem° Sheet 2 will normally be omitted°
ao Basic Input Sheet I
(i)
Required input for all problems must include the following:
io Basic Input
ao Title card
b. A description of the model
Co Material properties
d. Starting temperature profile
2. Dut_ C_le Definition
a. Fire period definitions
b. Soak period definitions
Co Input blocks
Sample input sheets are included with this report and should
The following discussion describes their
_neet i must
Card i
(a) A "T" must be punched in Column Io
(b) The remaining Columns 2_80 may contain




(a) The liner may be composed of as many as
eight materials. This value (an integer) must be entered in Column 18.
(b) The liner may be divided into a maximum of
500 nodes° The number of nodes selected will normally be a compromise between
desired accuracy and estimated machine time° Enter this value in Columns 36-38
right justified°
(c) If the nozzle station being investigated is
at the throat, enter a "T" in Column 689 otherwise leave blank.
(3) Card 3
(a) Enter the inside nozzle radius (inches) at
the station of interest.
(b) The initial char depth (measured from the
liner's interior surface) will normally be zero. If the problem is a "restart" the
initial char depth should be entered° For some cases, the innermost material(s)
may not char, in which cas_ the initial char depth should be the distance to the
first "char-able" material° Enter this value (inches) as required or leave blank°
(c) If the temperature profile through the
liner is uniform at start time, enter this value in degrees Rankineo If the
profile is not uniform, leave this value blank; in which case, Basic Input Sheet 2
must be completed°
(4) Car 
(a) Enter the ablation temperature of the interier
surface material (@R)o If this is a nonablating material, enter any temperature
greater than the recovery temperature°
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(b) Enter the heat of ablation for the interior
surface material, (BTU/LB of char)o If the surface is nonablating this value may
be omitted.
The liner may be composed of 1 to 8 materials° These materials are numbered l, 2,
3 through 8 from the interior to the exterior of the nozzle. The remaining basic
input defines the geometry and thermal properties of these materials° The
appropriate columns of Basic Input Sheet 1 must be completed for as many materials
as input on Card 2.
(5) Card 5
(a) Enter the thickness (inches) of each material°
(6) Card 6
(a) Enter the specific heat (laminate value) for
each material (BTU/LB- °R) o
(7) Card 7
(a) Enter the specific heat (char value for each
material (BTU/LB-°R) o
(8) Card 8
(a) Enter the thermal conductivity (laminate
value) for each material (BTU/IN-SEC-°R)°
(9) Card 9
(a) Enter the thermal-conductivity (char
value) for each material (BTU/IN-SEC-*R)°
(lO) Cad i0





(a) *Enter the density (char value) for each
material (LB/IN3)o
(12)Card12
(a) **Enter the char temperature of each material
(°R).
(13) Card 13
(a) Enter the effective heat of char for each
material (BTU/LB)o
Basic Input Sheet 2.
If the starting temperature profile is uniform, omit Sheet 2., if not uniform,
input a temperature for each node indicated on Card 2. The liner temperature on
Duty Cycle Definition
A duty cycle is described by a series of fire and soak
periods_ Each fire and/or soak period is described by the use of various input
blocks_ Input data may be related to successive fire periods or successive soak
periods_ An input block used to specify some conditions in a fire period will
continue in effect, for all future fire periods only, until modified.
An input block used to specify some conditions in a soak
period will continue in effect for all future soak periods only, until modified.
ao Fire PeriOd Description
Each fire period of the duty is described by the use of
two cards plus the necessary input blocks.
The first card of each fire period description (see
enclosed input form) must contain the following data°
* This value must be less than the laminate density°
**Successive materials must have char temperatures greater than or equal to the
material preceding it,
Page 22
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(i) The word "FIRE" in Columns l-h.
(2) The duration of the fire period (seconds)o
The following items may be omitted and will be ignored
if not input°
(3) Print interval (seconds)° If omitted the program
will print at the beginning and end of the period onlyo
(4_lemi n (seconds)° If the machine computed&8 is less
than this value, the problem will be terminated° (See Section IV "stability')
(5)A_max(Seconds)o If the machine computed_ is
greater than this value, calculations will be performed usingASma x
The final card of each fire period description must
(contain the word "END FIRE" in Columns 1-7o
Input blocks are to be included between these cards,
as necessary to describe the fire period° If no changes are necessary between this
fire period and the previous fire period description, only the aFIRE" and "END FIRE"
cards need be input°
bo Soak Period Description
Each soak period of the duty cycle is described by the
use of two cards plus the necessary input blocks°
The first card of each soak period description (see
enclosed input form) must contain the following data°
(i) The word "SOAK" in Columns i_4o
(2) The duration of the soak period (seconds) o




(3) Print interval (seconds). If omitted the
program will print at the beginning and end of the period only.
(4) &_ min(Seconds). If the machine computedA_ is
less than this value, the problem will be terminated.
(5)_ max(Seconds). If the machine computedA8 is
greater than this value, calculations will be performed using A_max.
(6) *T-EXTo If the exterior temperature reaches this
input value ('R)@ The soak period will end.
If T-EXTis negative, the soak period will end
when the exterior temperature peaks, ie, T_+ae (Te.
(7) *Steady State. If the temperature profile is
changing at a rate (°R/sec) less than this input value, the soa_ period will end.
(8) RESET. The temperature profile will be set to
this input value (°R) at the end of the soak period before continuing with the
duty cycle.
The final card of each soak period description must
contain the workd "END SOAK" in Column 1-7.
Input blocks are to be included between these cards
as necessary to describe the soak period. If no changes are necessary between
this soak period and the previous soak period description, only the "SOAK" and
"END SOAK" cards need be input.
_ If the soak period is terminate as described, the elapsed time in the duty








Each input block begins with a caption, and ends with
Data within each block must be ordered as shown or the respective
Unless otherwise noted_ any elements of an input block may be
fire and soak periods°
fire periods only.







The following input blocks may be used in describing
InpUt Block 2 Interior Convection
Input Block 5 Bartz Equation
(I) Input Block 1 Arbitrary Heat Fluxo (See enclosed
input sheets)
To use this option the following must be included°
(a) Caption card with the word "ARB-Q" In
Columns 1-5o
(b) Coefficient cards I, 2 or both°
(c) A blank card following the last coefficient
card°
The arbitrary heat flux equation is:
Q-arb (BTU/IN2-SEC) = a sin(b+Ke)+c_d_+f 62+go he :
where e is the base of the natural log and _is
time referenced from the start of the duty cycle°
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To use an arbitrary heat flux at the interior,
complete coefficient Card i° To use an arbitrary heat flux at the exterior complete
coefficient Card 2. Omitted coefficient are set equal to zero.
(2) Input Block Interior Convection
This option allows convection at the interior
of the liner to be described by a constant or in tabular form° If Input Block 5,
BARTZ Equation, has been previously used, it will no longer be in effect.
To use this option, the following must be included:
(a) Caption card with the work "INTERIOR" in
Columns 1-8,
(b) Card I or Card 2
(c) A blank card following the last input item
of this block.
Card I Recovery Temperature: Specify the required
constant recovery temperature on this card° A "i" must be punched in Column Io
This card may be omitted if previously input° (°R)
Card 2 Convection Coefficient: Specify the
required constant recovery temperature on this card. A "2" must be punched in
\
Column i. This card may be omitted if the previous convection coefficient is to
remain in effect. (BTU/IN2-SEC-°R)
To enter a time dependent convecZion coefficient
include the "2" card with the value left blank. Follow this card with a table of
h vs. _ ° The final card of the table must have a "i" in Column I. _ is




(3) Input Block 3 Radiation
The model accepts up to five radiation terms at
the liner exterior and two radiation terms at the interior. Exterior radiation
may be to time dependent sink temperatures.
To use this option_ the following must be inputs
(a) Caption card with the word "RADIAl"' in
Columns 1©7o
(b) Term cards i_ 2-7 and/or tables°
(c) A blank card following the last input item of
this block°
To include interior radiation, Cards 1 and/or 2




If a radiation term has previously been defined,
it will remain in effect until altered by the input of subsequent card describing
the same radiation term°
To include exterior radiation one or more of the
exterior radiation cards must be input° These cards are Numbers 3=7° Each card






Sink temperature if constant
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the following must be input.
To incorporate a time dependent sink temperature,
(a) Card 8 (8 puncl in Column I)
(b) A table of sink temperature versus time.
Time is referred from the start Of the duty cycle.
A sink temperature is considered to be time dependent if the radiation term card
contains a sink temperature of zero, (blank).
The sink tables may contain up to 50 entries.
The final entry must have a"l" in Column l° This table must follow immediately
behind the "8" card.
A radiation term, once input, will remain in effect
until altered by the presence of a like radiation term card°
(4) Input Block 4 Exterior Convection
This option allows the liner to receive or lose
heat by convection at the exterior surface° The convection coefficient may be
constant, time dependent or temperature dependent° The ambient temperature at
the exterior is constant.
constant (°R) and may be omitted if previously input°
in effect until altered.
To use this option, the following must be included°
(a) Caption card withthe word "EXTERIOR" in
Columns 1-8.
(b) Cards l, 2_ 3, or 4 as required_
(c) A blank card following the final input item
for this block.
Card I Ambient Temperature: This value is
The input value remains
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Card 2. Constant Convection Coefficient" If the
convection coefficient (BTU/IN2-SEC_°R) is to remain constant during the period,
input its constant value, a "2" must be input in Column io
Card 3° Time dependent Convection Coefficient°
If the convection coefficient (BTU/IN2-SEC-°R) is to be time dependent include the
"3" card, followed by a table of h versus _ o
Card 2o Temperature dependent Convection
Coefficient° If the convection coefficient (BTU/IN2-SEC-°R) is to be a function
of the exterior surface temperature, include the "&" card, followed by a table of
h versus To
If Card 3 or & has been input, the appropriate
table _mst be input. This table may contain up to 50 values°
the table must contain a "i" in Column I.
The final entry of
A convection coefficient once specified will
remain in effect until altered.
(S) Input Block 5 BARTZ EQUATION
If this option is specified_ the program will
compute the in_erior convection coefficient and gas recovery temperature, using the
following relationships° If Input Block 2 has been previously used, it will no
longer be in effect.
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Pc maybe constant or calculated as:
p --
C,@
TR, is calculated as:
A/A t •
tabular function of time.
(A/At) s
M and T_ may be constant or tabular functions of
isdetermined by the program, where D t may be constant or a




To use this option, the following must be input.
(a) Caption card with the word "BARTZ" in
Columns i-5.
(b) Two cards containing various parameters.
(c) A blank card following the last input item
of this block,
Parameters. The caption card must always
be followed by two cards which contain the following parameters_
1st card k,_ , Cpgas , Pr, Pc, Dt'
2nd card Rc_ , N, Y , Pt'_ To
To use this option at the throat, include
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The station of interest must have been specified
as the throat on the second card of Basic Input Sheet io
No other cards will be accepted as input°
If the station under investigation is not the
throat complete the remaining input list as required°
Card I. Throat Diameter- If the throat
diameter is constant, enter this value (inches), a "I" must be punched in Column I.
If the throat is dimensionall_ ablating, includ the "i" card with the value
portion left blank; a table of Throat Diameter versus _ must be input following the
"i" card. O is referenced from the start of the duty cycle° Fifty entries may
be made in the table, the final entry of the table must contain a "i, in Column i.
The value(s), specified for the throat diameter,
will remain in effect, until modified or until Input Block 2 is used.
Card 2° Mach Number and free stream temperature. If
the Mach number and/or Too are constant enter their value(s) as indicated on
Input Block 5, Sheet 2o If either or both are variable, include CARD "2", but
leave the appropriate entries, blank° If required, complete the table of A/A t
versus and/or Too o Only the variable parameter(s) need be included in the table.
This table may contain 50 entries the final entry must contain a "I" in Column Io
The value(s) of Too and will remain in effect
until modified , or until Input Block 2 is specified°
The final card of each input case must contain the
word "END DUTY" in Columns 1-6o
One further option is available which allows the
engine to be pulsed with a minimum of input° A pulse is defined to be a FIRE
PERIOD followed by a SOAK PERIOD° The pulse option may be used when identical
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FIRE/SOAKcombinations are to be repeated° To use this option include a caption
card with the word "PULSE" in Columns 1-5 immediately before the "FIRE" card of the
pulse° The pulse card must contain the number of pulses to be executed in
Columns 8-15, written with a decimal point° The FIRE period and soak period
following the pulse card, will be repeated the number of times so specified.
To avoid large quantities of output, the program will print only at intervals
as specified on the "FIRE" card°
Co OUTPUT
Outpu$ for all problems will begin with a listing of the basic
input° In addition, the program will list the radial increment to be used in
dividing the model into nodes° The ID number of nodes located at the interface
between materials is printed, as the final line of the first output page.
The remaining printout will be under the control of various input
options° A printout will always occur at the beginning and end of the duty cycle.
Unless the "PULSE" option is specified, a printout will always occur at the start











Remaining time in the period
Elapsed time since the duty cycle began
Char depth measured from the center line of the nozzle
Nozzle radius at the interior
Elapsed time since the start of this period
Char depth measured from the original interior surface

















Convection coefficient at the interior
Convection coefficient at the exterior
Gas recovery temperature
Ambient temperature at the exterior
Convective heat flux at the interior
Convective heat flux at the exterior (+ if into the liner)°
Radiatien heat flux at the interior (+ if into the liner)°
Radiation heat flux at the exterior (+ if into the liner).
Arbitrary heat flux at the exterior (+ if into the liner)°
Arbitrary heat flux at the exterior (+ if into the liner)o
ID number of node having minimum time step,
A_ computed at this time point.
Temperature Profile (eR)- Nodes are listed from interior
to exterior of liner. Only those nodes remaining are output°
At the conclusion of the duty cycle9 the temperature profile when
the maximum exterior temperature was reached 9 will be output,
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V. CORRELATION AND DISCUSSION
A. CORREIATION OF TEST DATA
Correlation of monitored data, from full-scale and subscale engine
tests, with computed results was to have been accomplished utilizing the completed
ablation computer program° During the period when correlation calculations were
made, no complete sets of sull-scale test data were sufficiently reduced and
consolidated to serve as a proper basis for correlation. Nevertheless, one set
of full-scale data was made available and utilized for a correlation run. Tests
of ablative chamber Part No. 091850-I, S/N A-9 were conducted in the altitude















Cooled to ambient temperature
Cooled to ambient temperature
Cooled to ambient temperature
Tests J37A-O5-O5A and -05B correspond to the 135-second and 317-second firing
cycles, respectively° The entire duty cycle was used in the computer analysis,
but only data from the above tests were available for comparison. Ablation
parameters and thermal properties of the chamber used in the analysis were the
same as had been used in analyses performed on Computer Program 8025.
Monitored temperature data and analytical results are shown in
Figure 2. These results, compared at an area of 2.6:1 in the diverging section,
show the computed peak backwall temperature to exceed the monitored peak by
130°F. Computed char depth was 0.93 in. compared to a measured average of 0.69 in.
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No dimensional ablation was indicated by the computer results or measured in the
test°
Correlation of subscale data was accomplished repeating the test
duty cycle shown in Figure 2 of the Aerojet proposal (Refo 3)° The test duty











Cool to ambient temperature
30 (Repeated 19 times, cool to ambient
on the final coast°)
Acomparison of monitored subscale and computer program calculated
backwall temperature transients is shown in Figure 3o The peak backwall
temperature as calculated is nearly 450_F higher than the monitored peak°
Calculated char depth was lo80ino compared to a 1o05 in° average measured
depth° Dimensional ablation was calculated to be 0°45 in°; whereas, a
negligible amount was indicated in the test results°
Ablation parameters of the liner material have not been well
defined, and values used with the modified computer program have not been
determined by correlation with test data° Since the logic of the present program
is different in many respects than th_ of Computer Program 8025_ it is not to
be expected that ablation parameters which correlated with test data on the 802_
program will be consistent with those for the new i_rogramo Also, the calculated
ablation depth of 0°45 in° reduces the liner thickness by that amount, and it
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follows that the backwall temperatures would be muchhigher. In order to
show the significance of the ablation parameters, the computer analysis for
the subscale test duty cycle was repeated with the recovery temperature reduced
arbitrarily by 25%to ensure that ablation would not occur. A reduction would
realistically be expected as cooler gases liberated by charring mix with the
boundary layer. The heat of char was increased from 374 BTU/LBto lO00 BTU/LB,
also arbitrarily° Calculated results for this computer solution are also
shownin Figure 3o Calculated peak backwall temperature was again higher than
that monitored during the test, but in this case less than 120°F higher.
Char depth agreed closely; a calculated depth of 0°98 ino comparedto the
measureddepth of 1o05 ino These results are not meant to establish the
correlation, but rather to indicate that while the computer program math-
ematically satisfies ths necessary heat balances, the associated thermal
properties must be accurately known to achieve a good correlation°
Bo LIMITATIONSOF THEPROGRAMAS ANALYTICALTOOL
The correlation results listed above serve to point out someof the
limitations of the program° As is true of any computer program, the computational
results are only as good as the input used to obtain them° In a process as
complicated as that of ablation, it is mandatory that valid definition of the heat
transfer problem be given and that the thermal and ablation properties of the
materials concerned be accurately known° If this computer input is not
sufficiently well knownthen the computational results maybe misleading.
Best results are obtained whenablation parameters are established
empirically from experimental or test data° Use of data from limited testing can
be correlated with computer analysis to establish "effective values" which are
compatible to the logic of the computer program° The computer program does not
account for mixing of the gases liberated by charring with the flowing gases in
the boundary layer which would reduce the recovery temperature. This is only one
exampleof complex effects that cannot be accounted for, and serves to point




Examination of heat balances rain" and "outu of model elements, using
results from computer runs indicate that the computer program complies to the
analytical model. However, there was a variance in the results measured in
engine tests and computed by the ablation program. This does not mean the computer
program is not satisfactory, but only that the "effective I ablation parameters
(Hc, Ha, Tc, Ta) were not properly selected to be compatible with the program
logic. A test program, limited in scope, made in conjunction with computer
program analyses will make it possible to evaluate compatible meffectiveU ablation
parameters. Further study of the effects of gases liberated in charring upon the
recovery temperature should also be made. The logic of these effec_ might then
be incorporated in the c_mputer prograa to further ex_ the c&pabili_ies of _e
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APPENDIX
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IX-B - S.%MPLE PROBLEMS
This section is included to demonstrate _he use of the various options
available with the program. For each problem the following is included:
i. A brief description
2. Sample input sheets
3. Sample output
The times given in the parentheses are approximate running times°
SAMPLE PROBL_ _0. i. (_ I _IN)
The liner is composed of '3" materials. The duty cycle consists of I_
50 second fire period. Basic Input Sheet -- I, and Input Blocks i, 2_ and 3 have
been used.
During the 50 second fire period, the liner interior will lose heat in an
amount equal to:
Q/A= -.285 e.
This information has been input using Input Block i, Arbitrary H_at Flux. The
gas recove_temperature has been specified as 4585.O°R. The interior convection
coefficient is to vary as a functions of time_ (note that the "2" card has been
included in Block 2, with the value portion left .blank)°
• The liner radiates from its interior and exterior. Both sinks have been set
constant at 620.0°R.
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SAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 2. (_I MIN)
This problem is included to demonstrate the use of the restart option.
Note that Problem 1 ended with a char depth of o1060 inches measured from the
liner's interior surface° At the end of the fire period_ the char laminate boundary
was still moving through the liner interior. To contiune with the duty cycle_
the char dep_hat the end of the duty cycle is entered on Card 3 of Basic /_nput
Sheet I. Basic Input Sheet 2 contains a listing of the node temperatures at the
completion of the 50 second fire period_ the liner temperature on Card 3 Basic
Input Sheet 1 has been left blank. The duty cycle for this problem consists of
1 soak period. T-ext "R has been set negative_ the duty cycle will end when the
exterior temperature peaks or after I000 seconds of soak (whichever occurs first).
Input Block 3 has again been used,
Printouts have been requested at intervals of iOOo0 seconds.
Outpu_ for this problem indicates that the exterior temperature reached a
peak value of 369,50 seconds into the soak period. At this point the soak period
was terminated and the elapsed time advanced to i000o0 seconds to agree with the
duration of the period. The final printout will always indicate the time when
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SAMPLE PROBLEM NO. 3. (_3 MIN)
The duty cycle for this problem is as follows.-
i. FIRE 90 seconds
2. SOAK until Texterior = 540"R
3. FIRE 400 seconds
4. SOAK to steady state
The following items should be noted on the input forms for this problem:
i. T-ext has been input as 540°R for the first soak period; however,
a duration of IOOO seconds has also been input. The soak period will end when the
exterior temperature reaches 540°R, or if IOOO seconds elapses.
2. At the conclusiom of the first soak period, the liner temperature is
to be reset to _30"R. This value has been included in the "RESET" field of the
soak card.
3. The minimum value of A@ to be used during the first soak period may
be no less than .01 seconds.
h. The final soak period is to end when the liner reaches steady state
conditions (in this case __dT_ .005°R___.)The steady state field on the "SOAK" card
d@ sec
contains this value. The minimum allowable AO is .05 seconds for this final soak.
5. Radiation losses during the final soak period of 2 exterior terms and
1 interior term. Exterior term "2" radiates to a time dependent sink temperature.
(Note that time is referenced to the start of the duty cycle).
Output for Sample Problem 3 indicates that Nodes 2 and 3 were consolidated
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SA_ P_OB_ NO. _ (_3 _)
In this problem the interior convection coefficient is to be determined by
the Bartz equation. Input Block 2, has been omitted from the fire period
description, and input Block 5 "Bartz Equation" used in its place. Because the
station of interest is the throat, only the first "BARTZ SHEET" is required. The
Mach number and free stream temperatures have been input as constants. The
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s_P_ P_OB_M _0. 5 (_ 2 ._)
Using the data obtained from sample Problem 4. (throat diameter versus time)
the station of interest has now been selected at an area ratio of IO/I. For this
case "BARTZ SHEET 2" must be included. Mach number and free stream temperature have
been specified as functions of A/A*. A table of throat diameter versus time has
been input on Sheet I; this data was obtained from sample Problem 4. The interior
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SAMPLEPROSLEM6. (_ 2 m-N)
This problem demonstrates the use of the "PULSE" option. The duty cycle




seconds_ repeat 100 times
Soak 2.0 secondsJ
Soak Until exterior temperature reaches
a maximum value.
A "PULSE" card has been placed infornt of the "FIRE" card. The number of pulses
(100.O) has been input in Columns 8 through 15. During pulsing, no online
messages are printed, and the print interval (as specified on the "FIRE" card)
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